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Executive Summary
Beyond reporting solely on academic publications, this deliverable brings an overview of the various
contexts where the O4C Consortium has been represented to network, communicate and disseminate
about project related insights and activities:




A list of publications enlisted chronologically
A list of relevant activities pr. partner throughout the year
Annex A: An attached PowerPoint presenting more in-depth description of all reported
activities

Overall across Europe the O4C partners all together have submitted 5 academic papers, attended 8
conferences (3 more accepted papers in conferences Spring/Summer 2017), organised 5 workshops,
been represented at 7 fairs and have taken part in 4 seminars/roundtables. More to it, we list in this
deliverable 14 other activities at similarly relevant events.

1 Objective and structure
1.1 Objective of deliverable 5.6
As stated in the DoA:
“D5.6 Publications report (M15). The deliverable will report academic publications, conference
participation, seminars, in any appropriate venue”.
In order to make sure to collect all relevant activity and allowing for the consortium to keep each other
updated on relevant activities, this deliverable – and the (final) follow-up Publications Report due in
M30 is meant to thoroughly document and provide an overview of all relevant activity throughout the
project timespan.
Please observe how the scientific and academic activity is the key focus of this deliverable. As such, the
academic partners of the consortium figure more frequently in this deliverable. We have nevertheless
decided to embrace an inclusive approach and also map out various more informal activity that have
also proved valuable as we communicate our research and efforts in the O4C project.

1.2 Structure of the document
The document consists of two parts:
-

Dissemination and publication activity:
 A list of publications enlisted chronologically (submitted and/or published)
 A list of relevant activities enlisted per partner throughout the year
Page 5 of 13
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-

Annex A: PowerPoint detailing activities
A PowerPoint presenting more in-depth description of all reported activities

2 Publications enlisted chronologically
Nicola Morelli, Ingrid Mulder, Janice S. Pedersen, Marc Aguilar and Tomasz Jaskiewicz
Open Data as a New Common. Empowering citizens to make meaningful use of a new resource
Paper submitted to: Communities & Technologies 2017 - Technology for the Common Good, Université
de Technologie de Troyes, France. 26-30 June 2017.
Francesco Molinari and Grazia Concilio:
Culture, Motivation and Advocacy: Relevance of Psycho Social Aspects in Public Data Disclosure.
Full paper accepted for: 17th European Conference on Digital Government (ECDG 2017). Portuguese
Military Academy, Lisbon. 12-13 June 2017.
Peter Kun, Ingrid Mulder, Gerd Kortuem. Exploring How Designers Make Sense of Data. Paper
submitted to Designing Interactive Systems 2017 (DIS’17), Edinburgh Napier University, UK. 10-14 June
2017.
Grazia Concilio, Francesco Molinari and Nicola Morelli:
Empowering Citizens with Open Data by Urban Hackathons.
Full paper accepted for: 2017 International Conference for E-Democracy and Open Government
(CeDEM17), Donau University Krems, Austria. 17-19 May 2017.
Nicola Morelli, Amalia de Götzen, Ingrid Mulder, Grazia Concilio, Marc Aguilar, Louise Klitgaard
Torntoft and Janice S. Pedersen:
Framing Design to support Social Innovation: The Open4Citizens Project.
Full paper accepted for: Design for Next. 12th EAD Conference, Sapienza University of Rome. 12-14
April 2017.
Francesco Molinari, Grazia Concilio, Ingrid Mulder, Louise Klitgaard Torntoft and Marc Aguilar: Hack
The Government! Empowering Citizens to Make Meaningful Use of Open Data.
Workshop at the 2016 International Conference for E-Democracy and Open Government (CeDEM16).
Danube University Krems, Austria. 19-20 May 2016.
Link to proceedings: https://tinyurl.com/kghgpyg
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3 Dissemination activity per partner
3.1 Polimi
3.1.1 Conference and Workshops
Workshop and introductory paper for CeDEM16: The International Conference for E-Democracy and
Open Government (CeDEM16) hosted by Danube University Krems, Austria. 19-20 May 2016. Title:
“Hack The Government! Empowering Citizens to Make Meaningful Use of Open Data”.
Francesco Molinari, Grazia Concilio, Ingrid Mulder, Louise Klitgaard Torntoft and Marc Aguilar. Link to
proceedings: https://tinyurl.com/kghgpyg
[Listed also in section 2]
Poster presented at ECKM16 (the 16th European Conference on Knowledge Management) hosted by
the University of Ulster, Northern Ireland, in Belfast.
Francesco Molinari and Grazia Concilio.
September 1-2, 2016.
Link: http://tinyurl.com/j6eqwv7
Submission sent to: Digital Social Innovation Fair, Rome, Italy.
Grazia Concilio and Francesco Molinari.
February 1-2, 2017.
Link: https://capssi.eu/event/digital-social-innovation-fair-2017/
Full paper accepted and submitted to CeDEM17, the International Conference for E-Democracy and
Open Government 2017, hosted by Danube University Krems (Austria) on May 17-19, 2017. Title:
“Empowering Citizens with Open Data by Urban Hackathons”, Grazia Concilio and Francesco Molinari
(with Nicola Morelli).
Link: not yet
[Listed also in section 2]
Abstract accepted and full paper submitted to the ECDG Conference (17th European Conference on
Digital Government, formerly ECEG), hosted by the Portuguese Military Academy (Lisbon) on June 1213, 2017. Title: “Culture, Motivation and Advocacy: Relevance of Psycho Social Aspects in Public Data
Disclosure”, Grazia Concilio and Francesco Molinari.
Link: not yet
[Listed also in section 2]
3.1.2 Other
Stand and participation at Lab Connections, event organised by the European Commission in
Berlaymont Palace, Brussels. Grazia Concilio and Francesco Molinari, POLIMI.
October 17-18th 2016.
Link: http://blogs.ec.europa.eu/eupolicylab/lab-connections/
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Short essay: Transparency vs. Public Interest - or: When is Less Disclosure better than more?
(submission to a Symposium of the University of Kansas City, USA, to be published in Spring 2017) by
Grazia Concilio and Francesco Molinari.
Link: not yet.

3.2 TUD
3.2.1 Conference and Workshops
Design & the City Conference, April 20, 2016, Hermitage, Amsterdam.
http://designandthecity.eu/programme/conference/ Participation by Kun/Mulder
Design and the City conference, 2016, April 22, Amsterdam. Invited panelist (Kun) at Round table
discussion Smart Society for the not-so early adopters. http://designandthecity.eu/round-table-onsmart-society-for-the-not-so-early-adopters. Organised by Het Nieuwe Instituut. Relevant discussion
for framing Open4Citizens perspective, literature review (WP1 and WP2)
Workshop Strategies of Prototyping for Citizen Engagement. Workshop held in conjunction with
Design & the City 2016, April 22, Amsterdam. Organisers (Kun/Jaskiewicz/Mulder)
http://designandthecity.eu/programme/workshop/prototyping-for-citizen-engagement-how-can-weempower-citizens-for-social-change/
Paper submitted to Designing Interactive Systems 2017 (DIS’17), Edinburgh Napier University, UK. 1014 June 2017. Peter Kun, Ingrid Mulder, Gerd Kortuem: Exploring How Designers Make Sense of Data.
[Listed also in section 2]
3.2.2 Other
Announcement at TU Delft on Open4Citizens: New H2020 project: Open4Citizens - Empowering
citizens to make meaningful use of open data, 23 March 2016.
http://www.io.tudelft.nl/en/news/article/detail/nieuw-h2020-project-open4citizens-empoweringcitizens-to-make-meaningful-use-of-open-data/
Invited speaker SCE Istanbul (Mulder), Parallel session - Better Policies Through Open Data, June 1-3,
2016, (http://www.smartcityexpoistanbul.com/en/home)
Open4Citizens hackathons discussed in the AMS think tank Smart Urban Retrofitting workshop as part
of the Fabcity Campus activities and the Official Cultural Programme for the Netherlands presidency of
the European Union 2016, 14 June 2016 (Jaskiewicz)
Guest speaker (Mulder), Tegenlicht Smart Cities meetup, Den Bosch, 21 June 2016 (Role: invited
speaker to discuss a documentary on smart cities at the meetup in Den Bosch
http://www.ruwdenbosch.nl/event/1043289125718446
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Backlight (in Dutch: Tegenlicht) is a documentary television series by Dutch public broadcasting
organization VPRO; afterwards the broadcast documentary makers and invited guest/experts are
discussing (commentary) the documentary with audience in Pakhuis de Zwijger, though increasingly
local initiatives are hosting their own meetups (e.g., Rotterdam,
DenBosch).
http://tegenlicht.vpro.nl/bundel/meet-ups.html
Evaluation of the Hackathon approach organized as part of the City of Things Conference 21-22 June
2016, Delft (Kun, Mulder, Jaskiewicz)
Participation in CAPS event, DSI4EU: Shaping the Future of Digital Social Innovation in Europe, June 29,
2016, Headquarters of DG Connect, Brussels (Mulder). CAPS community building.
Open4Citizens in IDE News Live, Summer Thoughts 2016 ‘Creating IDEntity’, Lijm & Cultuur, Delft,
Thursday June 30 (3 minute pitch by Mulder). Local community building.
Keynote at the EMMA Smart City meeting, December 7th 2016. (Ingrid Mulder)
http://www.emma.nl/artikelen/samen-de-slimme-stad-van-de-toekomst-bouwen-vergt-vertrouwen
Participation in Hoe Open? A festival to discuss questions relating to Open Government, open data and
the right to challenge. (Ingrid Mulder/TUD and Jelle van der Molen/WIJ Delfshaven). December 12th,
2016. Links: https://vimeo.com/195083968 and
http://www.open-overheid.nl/open-overheid/bruisend-hoe-open-festival-met-knallende-sodauitreiking/

3.3 I2Cat
3.3.1 Conference and Workshops
Talk given about O4C at Commons Collaborative Economies event; the Procomuns. March 11-13, 2016.
Barcelona. i2Cat.
Link: http://procomuns.net/en/program/
Talk at the Barcelona Citizen Science Festival 2016. June 16, 2016.
i2Cat. Link: http://lameva.barcelona.cat/barcelonaciencia/ca/microxerrades
3.3.2 Other
Presentation at the Canòdrom Barcelona Challenge info-day. i2Cat.
September 14, 2016.
Link: http://canodrom.com/reptebcn/
Participation and networking at the International Open Data Conference, Madrid, Spain. i2Cat. 6-7
October, 2016.
Link: http://opendatacon.org/
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Session at Smart City Expo, Barcelona,16-18 November, 2016. i2Cat.
Link: http://www.smartcityexpo.com/
Talk at The Mediterranean as an open living lab seminar. i2Cat. 17-18 November, 2016.
Link: http://www.iemed.org/llista_activitats-en/the-mediterranean-as-an-open-living-lab

3.4 AAU
3.4.1 Conference and Workshops
Workshop at the Participatory Design Conference, 15-19 August 2016, Aarhus, Denmark
EW6: Open4Citizens/Open data. (Amalia de Gotzen and Nicola Morelli, AAU).
Link: http://pdc2016.org/exploratory-workshops-ew/
Workshop and Information booth at ‘Velkomstfesten’ – the largest integration event in Denmark.
September 10th 2016. (Janice Siboniso Pedersen, Pi Ammentorp, Rikke Ulk / Antropologerne. Amalia
de Gotzen, Louise Torntoft / AAU). Link: http://www.velkomstfesten.com/
Paper submitted to: Communities & Technologies 2017 - Technology for the Common Good, Université
de Technologie de Troyes, France. 26-30 June 2017.
Nicola Morelli, Ingrid Mulder, Janice S. Pedersen, Marc Aguilar and Tomasz Jaskiewicz:
Open Data as a New Common. Empowering citizens to make meaningful use of a new resource
[Listed also in section 2]
Full paper accepted for: Design for Next. 12th EAD Conference, Sapienza University of Rome. 12-14
April 2017. Nicola Morelli, Amalia de Götzen, Ingrid Mulder, Grazia Concilio, Marc Aguilar, Louise
Klitgaard Torntoft and Janice S. Pedersen:
Framing Design to support Social Innovation: The Open4Citizens Project.
[Listed also in section 2]
3.4.2 Other
During the ServDes 2016: Geographies. Networking and presenting ongoing work. May 24-26th 2016.
http://www.servdes.org/ (Amalia de Gotzen, Nicola Morelli, AAU)
Participation in Maptime Copenhagen Meetup celebrating the 12th anniversary of OpenStreetMap.
August
13th,
2016.
(Louise
Torntoft)
Link:
https://www.meetup.com/MaptimeCopenhagen/events/232467569/ and
http://blog.mapillary.com/update/2016/08/15/maptime-copenhagen-osm-anniversary.html
Article about O4C Hackathon “Hack Integration”: “Hack the system! How open data can aid
integration into Danish society”, by Kalinka West Henriksen, in: Copenhagen post, October 18th, 2016.
Link:
http://cphpost.dk/news/business/hack-the-system-how-open-data-can-aid-integration-intodanish-society.html
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Participation, observation and networking at ‘Trackathon’ a one-day hackathon as part of Kortdage
2016. Louise Torntoft, AAU). November 7th 2016. Link: http://www.kortdage.dk
Participation in and networking at Designing for Smart Citizens at Danish Architecture Centre (DAC),
November 24th, 2016. (Nicola Morelli, Amalia De Gotzen/AAU and Janice Siboniso Pedersen
/Antropologerne). Link: http://www.dac.dk/en/service-sider/events/2016/november/designing-forsmart-citizens/
Talk given at The Digital Social Innovation Fair in Rome 2017, Nicola Morelli.
Link, Grazia Concilio, Francesco Molinari, Ingrid Mulder, Amalia De Götzen (Joint presentation):
https://capssi.eu/event/digital-social-innovation-fair-2017/

3.5 ANTRO
3.5.1 Conference and Workshops
Workshop and Information booth at ‘Velkomstfesten’ – the largest integration event in Denmark.
September 10th 2016. (Janice Siboniso Pedersen, Pi Ammentorp, Rikke Ulk / Antropologerne. Amalia
de Gotzen, Louise Torntoft / AAU). Link: http://www.velkomstfesten.com/
Workshop and presentation stand during at Why the World Needs Anthropologists Symposium:
Humanise IT!, Tartu, Estonia. “Workshop 2: Humanising Open Data”. Janice Pedersen/Antropologerne.
November 4-5th, 2016. Link: http://www.applied-anthropology.com/
3.5.2 Other
Representation of project in open online call by Open Knowledge International. September 7th, 2016.
Janice S. Pedersen/Antropologerne.
Link: https://hackpad.com/Open-Data-Day-Future-call-oqHQwrV41B6
Keynote presentation at Kortdage, Danish Geoforum’s annual conference. ‘GIS-medarbejderen som
mulighedsspotter’ (Translation: The GIS-employee as opportunity spotter), November 8th, 2016. Rikke
Ulk/Antropologerne. Link: http://geoforum.dk/kurser-og-arrangementer/kortdage-2016/
and
http://www.kortdage.dk/
Participation in and networking at Designing for Smart Citizens at Danish Architecture Centre (DAC),
November 24th, 2016. (Nicola Morelli, Amalia De Gotzen/AAU and Janice S. Pedersen
/Antropologerne). Link: http://www.dac.dk/en/service-sider/events/2016/november/designing-forsmart-citizens/

3.6 Dataproces
3.6.1 Conference and Workshops
CAPS Conference, Berlin, Germany, May 18, 2016. Morten Lindblad, Dataproces represented the O4C
project at the conference. ‘
Link: http://www.openlivinglabs.eu/news/caps-community-meeting-and-workshop-18th-may-berlin
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3.6.2 Other
Article to Local newspaper Nibe Avisen 01.06.16
Participation in the ICT Proposers Day 2016, Bratislava. Morten Lindblad/Dataproces. September 2627th, 2016.
Link: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/ict-proposers-day-2016
Dissemination at Digitaliseringsmessen 2016, Odense, Denmark. Dataproces.
September 29th, 2016. Link: http://www.digitaliseringsmessen.dk/

3.7 Experio
3.7.1 Conference and Workshops
3.7.2 Other
Participation in a regional network of open data and welfare services in Karlstad, March 2016. Other
participating actors were the County Administrative Board of Värmland, Karlstad municipality, Karlstad
Innovation Park, the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency and the Swedish Consumer Agency.
Participation and presentation at Information meeting on projects in the region with connection to the
regional research and innovation strategy on smart specialization, November 16, 2016. Other
participating actors: The Swedish research institute RISE, Compare Karlstad (a joint organization for ICT
companies in the region), Värmland County Council, Region Värmland, Karlstad Innovation Park, the
municipality of Karlstad and Karlstad University.
Participation and presentation in the interreg project Support Quality of Life together with Norway in
January 17, 2017. Project owners are the municipality of Karlstad and Kunnskapsbyen Lillestrøm.
Värmland County Council is a partner along with Akershus university hospital, Aurskog-Høland
municipality, Arvika municipality, Hammarö municipality, Fet municipality, Ringsaker municipality,
Raelingen municipality, the university college of Oslo and Akershus, Lørenskog municipality, Terningen
network, Sørum municipality, Skedsmo municipality, Akershus and Hedmarks county municipalities.
Link: http://www.interreg-sverige-norge.com/?portfolio=sol-support-quality-of-life
Presentation at meeting in the interreg project In for Care, on voluntary assistance and innovation in
service delivery in the North Sea Region, February 7, 2017. Lead partner is University of Agder. Other
partners besides the County Council of Värmland are Knutepunkt Knutepunkt Sørlandet, Värmland
County Administrative
Board, University College Syddanmark, Frameworks AS, Grimstad kommune, Abertay University,
Stichting CMO STAMM Groningen Drenthe , Provincie Drenthe, University College Syddanmark, Stad
Turnhout, Stad Aalst , Gemeente Hoogeveen, Gemeente AA en Hunze, University Medical Center
Groningen
and
Vereniging
Parkmanagement
Bedrijventerreinen
Emmen.
Link:
http://interreg.no/prosjektbank/in-for-care/
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Annex A: PowerPoint detailing Activities
In the next section, please find a PowerPoint with detailed info on the O4C activities.
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Activity Reports 2016
This is a collection of communication and
dissemination activities undertaken across
the O4C project consortium during 2016.

ACTIVITY REPORTING 2016
Politecnico di Milano (POLIMI)

O4C Workshop @ CEDEM16, Krems (AT)
Grazia Concilio & Francesco Molinari (together
with Marc Aguilar) animated the half-day
workshop entitled “Hack The Government!
Empowering citizens to make meaningful use of
Open Data” within the 10th International
Conference for eDemocracy and Open
Government in Krems, Austria.
An introductory paper was also prepared, which is
published in the official proceedings of the
CEDEM16 Conference and is co-authored with
Ingrid Mulder and Louise Klitgaard Torntoft.
Moments of the interactive
workshop in Krems
Link: http://tinyurl.com/n9mx5nc
Date: May 20th, 2016
3

O4C Poster @ ECKM16 Conference, Belfast
Francesco Molinari attended the 2-day ECKM16
(the 16th European Conference on Knowledge
Management) hosted by the University of Ulster,
Northern Ireland, in Belfast.
A poster reflecting the ongoing research status at
POLIMI (co-authored with Grazia Concilio) was
presented and participated in a competition.
The title of the poster was “Establishing a ProData Disclosure Culture in the Public Sector”.
The O4C poster displayed in the
conference space
Link: http://tinyurl.com/j6eqwv7
Date: September 1st-2nd, 2016
4

“Lab Connections” Event in Brussels
Grazia Concilio & Francesco Molinari attended
the 2-day workshop and exhibition, which was
organised in Berlaymont Palace by the European
Commission, with the purpose of procuring the
encounter and promoting the interaction among
existing and emerging “Policy Labs” – in Europe
and for Europe.
The Department of Architecture and Urban
Studies of Politecnico di Milano successfully
candidated to joining this community, due to a
bunch of running and past projects, which
definitely include O4C.
Information about O4C and
POLIMI Policy Lab displayed on
a totem at the exhibition

Link: http://blogs.ec.europa.eu/eupolicylab/labconnections/
Date: October 17th-18th, 2016

5

Short Essay at the KCU Symposium
The results of the interaction with participants in
the Krems workshop have been wrapped up and
used in the context of a short essay, submitted by
Grazia Concilio and Francesco Molinari to an
international symposium on Smart Cities: Legal
and Policy Implications of Municipal Innovation.
The symposium was organised by Prof Michael J
Robak from Kansas City University, also faculty
advisor to the UMKC Law Review.
We are waiting for the peer evaluation results.
Diagrammatic representation of
Krems participants opinions as used The proceedings will be published in Spring 2017.
within the short essay
Title of the essay: Transparency Vs. Public Interest
– or: When is Less Disclosure Better than More?
Dates: submission done on November 4th, 2016
6

Success Story for the DSI Fair, Rome
The preliminary outcomes of the Milan hackathon
will be presented in public for the first time in the
context of the Digital Social Innovation Fair that
will take place in Rome on February 1st-2nd, 2017.
Grazia Concilio and Francesco Molinari have also
proposed a “success story presentation” in one of
the scheduled workshops, namely on Open
Democracy & Policy Making.
We are now waiting for the formal approval of this
presentation’s submission.
DSI Fair poster and invitation
Link: https://capssi.eu/event/digital-socialinnovation-fair-2017/
Dates: submission done on December 20th, 2016
7

Abstract for the ECDG2017 Conference
An abstract entitled “Culture, Motivation and
Advocacy: Relevance of Psycho Social Aspects in
Public Data Disclosure” was successfully
submitted by Grazia Concilio and Francesco
Molinari for the upcoming ECDG Conference
(17th European Conference on Digital
Government, formerly ECEG) to be hosted by the
Portuguese Military Academy (Lisbon), on June
12th-13th, 2017.
The full paper is due for review by January 12th,
2017. Its contents will closely reflect the lessons
Portuguese Military Academy Shield learnt during the organisation of the hackathon in
Milano.
Link: http://www.academicconferences.org/conferences/ecdg/call-for-papers/
Dates: abstract submitted on November 29th, 2016

8

CeDEM 17 – Full paper accepted
Grazia Concilio and Francesco Molinari (with
Nicola Morelli) have a full paper accepted and
submitted to the CeDEM17 conference:
The title is: ”Empowering Citizens with Open Data
by Urban Hackathons”
The international Conference for e-Democracy
and Open Government brings together edemocracy,
e-participation
and
open
government specialists working in academia,
politics, government and business to critically
analyse the innovations, issues, ideas and
challenges in the networked societies of the
digital age.

Link: https://goo.gl/axGzur
Dates: 17-19 May 2017
9

ACTIVITY REPORTING by TUD

Design & the City conference
Design & The City explored citizen-centered
design approaches for the smart city. Central
theme was the role of design(ers) to create
opportunities and practices for citizens, (social)
entrepreneurs and policy makers towards more
liveable, sustainable and sociable urban futures.
Ingrid Mulder and Peter Kun (TUD) participated in
the conference which was held at the Hermitage
Amsterdam in Amsterdam, and promoted the
O4C perspective. The conference provided a nice
paletteque of related work to sharpen our position
and frame our work in particularly WP1 and WP2.
Leading international experts
discussed the implications of the rise
Link: http://designandthecity.eu
of social media, big data and other
http://designandthecity.eu/wpnew media technologies for the
content/uploads/2016/04/Design-The-City-2016practice of urban design.
Newspaper.pdf
Dates: 19-22 APRIL 2016.

11

Round Table on Smart Society For the Not So Early Adopters

The round table was an accompanying event of
the Design and the City conference. The
discussion took a critical look at empowerment of
citizens and how it could be done in citizencentered ways as opposed to the technocratic
smart cities agenda driven by companies.
(Placeholder: Photo / Image)
The invited experts were keynote speakers of the
Design and the City conference from various
backgrounds.
Peter Kun was invited as workshop holder and
shared the underpinnings of the Open4Citizens
concept, especially about empowerment by
The round table was organized by Het supporting the acquisition of data skills.
Nieuwe Instituut and the Municipality
of Eindhoven to critically reflect on
Link: http://designandthecity.eu/round-table-onempowerment by data.
smart-society-for-the-not-so-early-adopters/
Date: 20 April 2016, Amsterdam

12

Prototyping for Citizen Engagement workshop at Design & the City

(Placeholder: Photo / Image)

17 people participated in the
workshop from diverse backgrounds,
including municipality workers,
researchers and facilitators.

Peter Kun, Ingrid Mulder and Tomasz Jaskiewicz
(TUD) hosted a workshop at the conference
‘Design and the City’ on exploring ways of
prototyping citizen engagement. The workshop
participants were co-creating a landscape of
various methods that work in prototyping citizen
engagement.
This input helped us collecting best practices for
Open4Citizens, as well as in refining our concept
and approach.

Link:
http://studiolab.ide.tudelft.nl/studiolab/transitiondesig
n/files/2016/07/prototyping-citizen-engagementbooklet-hq.pdf
Dates: 22 April 2016, Pakhuis de Zwijger,
Amsterdam
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Paper submitted to Designing Interactive Systems 2017

•

Peter Kun, Ingrid Mulder and Gerd Kortuem proposed a paper
for the DIS2017: “Exploring How Designers Make Sense of
Data"

•

The theme of DIS 2017 is bridging and connecting – across
disciplines, practices, places and understandings. The most
interesting things happen at edges and boundaries, and so the
aim of the 2017 conference is to examine different approaches
to framing knowledge about the design of interactive systems.
As advancements in interactive technology continue to blur the
demarcations between people and data, and between things
and software, interaction designers and researchers are finding
new ways to explore this evolving, interdisciplinary landscape. At
DIS 2017 we shall consider the contrasts and commonalities that
are central in shaping the landscape of emerging interaction
paradigms.

•

DIS 2017 is hosted by the Centre for
Interaction Design,
Edinburgh Napier University.

Link: http://dis2017.org
Dates: 10-14 June 2017

14

Keynote Smart City Expo - Istanbul
During the course of the three-day event, the
congress sessions gave voice to leading experts
and decision-makers from around the world with
and special focus on Mobility.
Ingrid Mulder (TUD) was one of the invited
panelists in session 2.1. Better Policies Through
Open Data. She has promoted the unique focus
of Open4Citizens as a way to make meaningful
use of data for public services and to deliver
better policies that can impact people ś lives and
enhance local economic actors, making the case
for open data as a driver of urban innovation.
A three-day event with leading
experts and decision-makers. Over
4,500 participants, 22 countries, and
Link: http://www.smartcityexpoistanbul.com
38 sponsors/ exhibiters attended.
Dates: 1-3 June, 2016
15

keynote at Smart Urban Retrofitting
Young Professionals Think Tank

(Placeholder: Photo / Image)

The think tank was organised at Fab
City campus and Europe by People,
the official cultural programme for the
Dutch presidency of the EU in 2016

Tomasz Jaskiewicz (TU Delft) gave a keynote
lecture during the Smart Urban Retrofitting think
tank. The think tank organised by the Amsterdam
Institute for Advanced Metropolitan Solutions
(AMS) brought together about 50 participants
from various backgrounds, with the focus on the
global challenges faced whilst making the existing
housing stock energy neutral. In his keynote,
Tomasz promoted the O4C approach and a
strategy to engage citizens with open data in a
bottom-up manner, as a possible future direction
to deal with energy problems in cities.
Link: http://www.amsinstitute.org/events/event/young-professionals-thinktank-smart-urban-retrofit-2nd-day/
Dates: 14 June 2016
16

Invited speaker Tegenlicht on smart cities

(Placeholder: Photo / Image)

Tegenlicht (in English: Backlight) is an activist
documentary television series by Dutch public
broadcasting organization VPRO; afterwards the
broadcast documentary makers and invited
guest/experts are discussing (commentary) the
documentary with audience in Pakhuis de Zwijger,
though increasingly local initiatives are hosting
their own meetups.
Ingrid Mulder (TUD) was one of 3 invited guests
to provide commentary in the Tegenlicht Smart
Cities meetup in Den Bosch, Den Bosch.

A vibrant and critical but constructive
discussion evening at RUW Den
Link: http://tegenlicht.vpro.nl/bundel/meet-ups.html
Bosch.
http://www.ruwdenbosch.nl/event/10432891257184
46
Dates: 21 June, 2016, RUW, Den Bosch

17

City of Things
The City of Things conference was the final event
of SOUL-FI, a Fi-ware accelerator. The
conference was on smart cities, open data and
city making. The participants were from mainly
from SMEs and investors and academia.
(Placeholder: Photo / Image)

The conference crowd (about 50
participants) were mainly SMEs,
investors and academia.

Peter Kun (TU Delft) was invited to hold a
presentation about the Open4Citizens project in
the city making session, explaining the project’s
concept and approach towards empowering
citizen initiatives with open data understanding
and skills.

Link: http://cityofthings.nl/
Dates: 21 June 2016, Faculty of Architecture, Delft
18

CAPS workshop Shaping the Future of
Digital Social Innovation

The workshop was dedicated to sharing expertise
and furthering understanding of Digital Social
Innovation (DSI) in Europe, and is one of the
public activities of the DSI4Europe project, a
support action in the H2020 Collective Awareness
Platforms strand.
Ingrid Mulder (TUD) participated the DSI
workshop and to contribute to the CAPS
community building.

In an fully booked conference room,
the speakers from all around Europe
Link: http://us13.campaigntogether with more then 120
participants made this workshop into archive2.com/?u=bbbeb4f8ba27d3c2d00ee477c&id
=8ce37b52c5&e=c9e85c7709
a great and inspiring event.
Dates: June 29, 2016, Headquarters of DG
Connect, Brussels
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Open4Citizens in IDE News Live
Summer Thoughts is the closing faculty meeting
for all IDE employees which is held at the end of
the busy academic year. In addition to up-to date
information on the future position of the faculty
with a glimpse on the trends, networks and
position, there is a new edition of IDE News Live
and a surprising playful way to get to know each
other and the faculty.
Eleven colleagues pitched their projects during
IDE News Live, at Summer Thoughts 2016.
Open4Citizens was one of the ten selected
projects. Ingrid Mulder (TUD) pitched the project.
IDE News Live highlights the top ten
projects of the Faculty of Industrial
Design Engineering, TU Delft, at
Link: www.io.tudelft.nl/summerthoughts
Summer Thoughts, a yearly event to
Dates: June 30, 2016
close the academic year.
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keynote at smart cities symposium on
data-ownership & ethics
Platform Making Sense for Society | living lab for
the Internet of Everything and the Dutch Institute
for Technology, Safety & Security hosted a smart
city symposium on Data-ownership & Ethics.
Ingrid Mulder (TUD) was one of the invited
speakers. She stressed a collaborative approach
enhancing civic intelligence. She promoted the
Open4Citizens approach and the setup of the
Park Hackathon, which started in the weekend
after the Symposium in Opendatalab Rotterdam.
Vivid discussions and constructive
dialogue resulting in guidelines for
establishing an ethical commission on
European level.

Link: http://www.geonovum.nl/nieuws/terugbliksmart-city-data-ownership-en-ethiek
Dates: 1 November 2016, Oude Rechtbank, Eindhoven,
the Netherlands.
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keynote at Experts in Media & Society
The smart city of the future we create together:
urban planners, tech nerds, citizens and
government. This is in short the conclusion of the
EMMA Smart City meeting on Wednesday
December 7th. During the two-hour program
chairman Martijn de Greve led a diverse audience
and speakers Ingrid Mulder, Jan-Willem Wesselink
and Kees Jansen through nine scenarios in terms of
quality of life, safety and mobility. Ingrid Mulder
(TUD) promoted the Open4Citizens perspectives
and demonstrated how co-creations with citizens
could work with the results of the Park Hackathon at
Opendatalab Rotterdam.
Vivid discussions and constructive
audience at the smart city debat at
EMMA, the Hague.

Link: http://www.emma.nl/artikelen/samen-deslimme-stad-van-de-toekomst-bouwen-vergtvertrouwen
Dates: 7 December 2016, The Hague
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Hoe Open? Festival and SODA award
A festival to discuss a variety on how-questions
on Open Government among others open data
and right to challenge. The Rotterdam program
on right to challenge was presented by the
Municipality. The Park Hackathon was one of the
selected contributions for the Stuiveling Open
Data Award (see video). The SODA award aims
to stimulate the meaningful reuse of open data for
societal, democratic and economic value.
Hundreds of participants discussed in Jelle van der Molen (WIJ Delfshaven) and Ingrid
a broad variety of tracks at the how to Mulder (TUD) participated in the Hoe Open?
open? Festival, see program details Festival to promote Open4Citizens and bottomapproach demonstrated in the Park Hackathon.
at: http://www.open-overheid.nl/wpcontent/uploads/2016/11/ProgrammaLink: https://vimeo.com/195083968
Hoe-Open-web.pdf
http://www.open-overheid.nl/openoverheid/bruisend-hoe-open-festival-met-knallendesoda-uitreiking/
Dates: 12 December 2016, Utrecht
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ACTIVITY REPORTING
i2Cat - Barcelona Pilot

Commons Collaborative Economies conference, March 11-13
In March 11-13 2016 Barcelona hosted the Commons
Collaborative Economies event (also called
“Procomuns”), focused on commons-oriented peer
production and the collaborative economy. The event
centered on producing public policy proposals and
technical guidelines for building software platforms for
collaborative communities.

More than 130 policy recommendations
to promote the Commons aspect of
collaborative economy were drafted by
the attendees.

14th -15th November 2016

The event was centered on a collective reflection
process involving 90 presentations and 30 lightning
talks. I2CAT took part in this process, providing the O4C
perspective in a lightning talk in which the project’s
vision and work-in-progress were presented to the
gathered crowd.
http://procomuns.net/en/program/
O4C Consortium Meeting Barcelona
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CEDEM Conference Workshop, May 18
The CEDEM 2016 Conference brought together edemocracy, e-participation and open government
specialists working in academia, politics, government
and business to critically analyse the innovations,
issues, ideas and challenges in the networked
societies of the digital age.
I2CAT contributed to the session submission “Hack
The Government! Empowering citizens to make
meaningful use of Open Data”, on the O4C
methodology and pilots, and attended the conference
in Krems and der Donau to facilitate the workshop.
A group of 20 international experts,
professors and PhDs took part in the
workshop

https://goo.gl/3dDY9F
14th -15th November 2016

O4C Consortium Meeting Barcelona
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Barcelona citizen science festival, June 16
The BCN annual Citizen Science Festival is a two-day
event with more than 100 activities
30 spaces where citizens can learn about frontier
research, the latest scientific knowledge and
technological innovation projects.
A main activity of the festival are lightning talks, where
researchers, technologists, communicators and
scientists have the word, but not for very long. 20
minutes are sufficient to address cross border research,
leading topics relevant to society or who have made a
remarkable progress in the last 10 years. In the 2016
edition, O4C partner I2CAT contributed a lightning talk.
The Open4Citizens session at the 2016
BCN Citizen Science Festival was attended
by more than a 100 citizens, interested in
the possibilities of open data for civic
http://lameva.barcelona.cat/barcelonaciencia/ca/mic
empowerment.

roxerrades

14th -15th November 2016

O4C Consortium Meeting Barcelona
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Canòdrom Barcelona Challenge Infoday, 14 September
Canòdrom Barcelona Challenge offers the
opportunity for creative artists involved in the
creation and implementation of city projects to
take advantage of a free mentoring and support
package at the Canòdrom city-owned creative
incubation centre.

A fair number of the Infoday attendees
(between 12 and 14) were enticed to take
part in the Barcelona first hackathon held
the day after of this event
14th -15th November 2016

The i2CAT O4C team had a timeslot allocated in
the information day for this project, and took the
opportunity to disseminate the Barcelona first
citizen hackathon that was to be held the day
after.
http://canodrom.com/reptebcn/
O4C Consortium Meeting Barcelona
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International Open Data Conference Madrid, 6-7 October
IODC aims to be the essential meeting point for the
global community to debate and study the future of
open data. The 2016 edition of the conference took
into consideration the results of a number of relevant
Open Data events, leveraging the momentum of the
existing collaborations of the growing Open Data
community, to release and expand the potential of
Open Data.

I2CAT participated actively in the
conference, disseminating the O4C vision
in open discussions, post-session Q&A
rounds and informal discussions with key
stakeholders.

14th -15th November 2016

As a global event, the conference provided significant
learning and a space for networking and collaboration
for all national and international participants in
government, private sector and civil society, who will
learn from the best international Open Data experts.
http://opendatacon.org/

O4C Consortium Meeting Barcelona
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Smart City Expo, 16-18 November
The 2016 Smart City Expo congress brought
together over 400 global influencers and
innovators to share knowledge, debate the
challenges faced by our cities, encourage out of
the box thinking and inspire a worldwide call for
action in order to develop smarter and more
sustainable cities.

The 2016 session brought together a record
number of more than 600 city delegations
and tens of thousands of attendees.

O4C dissemination materials figured prominently
in the I2CAT booth in the Catalan government’s
exhibition area, thus highlighting O4C as one of
the region’s key projects in the open data field.
http://www.smartcityexpo.com/

14th -15th November 2016

O4C Consortium Meeting Barcelona
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The Med as Living Labs Seminar, 17-18 November

“The Mediterranean as an open living lab” Seminar was
held on the 17-18 of November, and gathered entities,
organizations and individuals from around the Med
region that believe and develop a citizens-driven
innovation approach.
I2CAT was invited to present the O4C project in one of
the sessions of the seminar. The project’s vision and
methodology was received very positively, and a
number of contacts and requests for more information
were received during and after the event.

40 experts and academics from the Med
region were introduced to the O4C project
in this event.
14th -15th November 2016

http://www.iemed.org/llista_activitats-en/themediterranean-as-an-open-living-lab

O4C Consortium Meeting Barcelona
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ACTIVITY REPORTING
AAU

14th Participatory Design Conference:
“PARTICIPATORY DESIGN IN AN ERA OF PARTICIPATION”
•

•

•

The Participatory Design Conference (PDC) is a premier venue for presenting
research on the direct involvement of people in the design, development,
implementation and appropriation of information and communication technology. It
is a multidisciplinary and international group of researchers and practitioners from
multiple fields encompassing a wide range of issues that emerge around
cooperative design.
The theme for PDC 2016 is ‘Participatory Design in an Era of Participation’. Over
25 years after the first PDC in 1990, participation and co-creation have become
essential features of design and research into technology. Living in an era of
participation prompts critical questions around the goals and practices of involving
people in diverse aspects of developing, redesigning and using IT.
Amalia de Götzen and Nicola Morelli, Aalborg University, Denmark ran an
exploratory workshop for half a day. The aim was to broaden the perspectives on
the use of open data by investigating new scenarios for a wide use of open data,
where citizens without any IT skills can be involved in co-design sessions with the
relevant stakeholders.
(http://pdc2016.org/exploratory-workshops-ew/)

Participatory Design Conferences have been held
every two years since 1990. They work as an
important venue for international discussion of
the collaborative, social, and political
dimensions of technology innovation and use.

Link: http://pdc2016.org/
Dates15-19 August 2016, Aarhus Denmark
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Velkomstfesten, København, DK
•

The Danish #Open4Citizens team participated to the
#Velkomstfesten in Copenhagen with the aim of
engaging with possible hackathon participants and
disseminate about the project.
• Velkomstfesten is the largest integration event in
Denmark, where companies, municipalities and people
welcome solutions that actually work in the integration
process.
• The Open4Citizens team - Antropologerne and AAU organized a workshop, engaging with interested
participants on the use of the starter kit, as a tool to
enable a participatory design process to design new
services that use open data.
10.000 people participated in the
event: Around 1500 newcomers, 500
asylum seekers, around 400
companies.

Link: http://www.velkomstfesten.com/

th

Date: September 10 , 2016
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Framing Design to support Social Innovation:
The Open4Citizens Project
Full paper accepted at the Design for Next conference in Rome 2017.
Reflecting on the roles and responsibilities of the designer as we design for the
next society. We discuss in this paper how design practices can be interpreted
and qualified at different levels and related to different types of design
knowledge: Diffuse design, expert design and strategic design.
Several partners co-authoring:
Nicola Morelli, Amalia de Götzen, Louise Torntoft – AAU
Ingrid Mulder – TUD
Grazia Concilio – POLIMI
Marc Aguilar – i2Cat
Design for next is the title and topic of the Conference: 'Next'
implies the concept of proximity as well as of destination,
related to time and to physical space. The conference seeks
to discover future fields of investigation in design, as well to
discover and to connect the space and the people who share
common interests in design research.
Contributions are invited from both professionals, academics
and students.

Janice S. Pedersen - ANTRO

Link: http://www.designfornext.org
Date: April 12-13-14 2017
35

Open Data as a New Common. Empowering citizens to
make meaningful use of a new resource
Paper submitted to the 8th International conference on Communities and
Technologies: Technology for the Common Good, in Troyes, France.
Discussion of how we might design infrastructures, methods and practices that
allow for citizens to use open data as an actual resource – a new common.
Several partners co-authoring:
Nicola Morelli – AAU
Ingrid Mulder – TUD
Marc Aguilar – i2Cat
Janice S. Pedersen - ANTRO

Link: http://comtech.community
Date: June 26-30 2017
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ServDes 2016, Copenhagen, Denmark
•

•

•

The ServDes is a bi-annual international conference for Service Design and Service
Innovation Studies.
As Service Design is becoming an increasingly recognised field of design research and
practice, this event is key for igniting discussion and networking amongst the growing
international network of practitioners and academics. The ServDes conference invites
original research and is a dedicated place for dissemination of publications - peerreviewed in double-blind review process and published in conference proceedings.
The O4C Team: Nicola Morelli, Amalia De Götzen and Francesco Grani was key
organisers of the ServDes 2016. In this role a key activity was networking with relevant
stakeholders in the field and discussing the most recent developments of the field.
A paper was presented reflecting the shift in the dominant logic characterizing service
design practice. Through relevant case studies three different levels of design action was
identified: Diffuse design, Expert design and Strategic design. Although not explicitly
centered around the O4C project, the thinking reflected in the paper does give shape to
O4C methodologies.
“Service Dominant Logic. Changing Perspective, Revising the Toolbox”, Nicola Morelli &
Amalia de Götzen, AAU Copenhagen, Denmark. Link

ServDes is a conference bringing together
both academics, practitioners and
companies - as a dedicated arena for
discussing and evolving the discipline of
Service Design

Link: http://www.servdes.org/
Dates: May 24-26. 2016
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Maptime Copenhagen,
12th anniversary of OpenStreetMap
•

Celebrating the 12th anniversary of OpenStreetMap - the
crowdsourcing initiative Mapillary and Maptime Copenhagen
organised a meetup at the Library in Ballerup (DK) to join
forces via Skype with #MapLesotho across Dublin, Berea and
Maseru.
The day consisted of introductions, hands-on mapping activity
in the local neighbourhood as well as trying out how to work
with map-data in various ways. It aimed to be an introduction
and a networking activity for people curious about
crowdsourced mapping potentials.
Louise Torntoft from the AAU team participated actively and
presented (informally) about the Open4Citizens project and the
upcoming Hackathon in Copenhagen: #HackIntegration.

Around 12 participants got introduced to Link:
https://www.meetup.com/Maptime-Copenhagen/events/232467569/ and
working with OpenStreetMap and
http://blog.mapillary.com/update/2016/08/15/maptime-copenhagen-osmMapillary tools.
anniversary.html
Date: August 13th, 2016
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‘Trackathon’ as part of Kortdage 2016, Dk
•

Every year there is a Hackathon
component inviting students and
other curious participants to work
collaboratively on urgent themes.
This year the focus was on the
‘Trackathon’

Since 1974 Kortdage has been a yearly held key
conference in Denmark for actors interested in GIS and
spatial data - across industry, researchers, developers,
decision makers and planners.
Louise Torntoft from the AAU team took part in an open
workshop prepared between Alexandra Instituttet og
Geoforum. The topic was on the concept of tracking and
creative use of dynamic data. The task consisted in using
live data from the tracking-experiment during the
conference: 100 conference participants had been
equipped with ‘tracking beacons’ via their name-tags and
their whereabouts was tracked through sensors placed
around the venue. The purpose of participation was
networking, seeking collaboration and getting inspiration for
use of spatial data.

Link: http://www.kortdage.dk og https://vimeo.com/192701830
Date: November 7, 2016
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Designing for Smart Citizens,
DAC, Copenhagen,DK

The Danish Architecture Centre (DAC) is
Denmark’s national centre for the
development and dissemination of
knowledge about architecture, building
and urban development.

•

‘Smart Cities’ may no longer be a new concept and this conference will
look at it with fresh eyes. Focus is on the smart city in relation to the social
aspect of a city and its citizens. How can technology help to create
meeting places, play and urban life?

•

Organisers: The Alexandra Institute, Gehl, the Danish Design Centre,
Danish Architecture Centre. It is a conference for the likes of architects,
designers and urban planners with the aim of inspiring participants to
contribute to the development of the smart city. As an extension to the
Smart City Expo in Barcelona and with the theme of 'Cities for Citizens',
the conference will focus on how the involvement of citizens and design
can play a more important role in cities' digital solutions.

•

Amalia de Götzen, Nicola Morelli and Janice Pedersen (Antropologerne)
took part in the event discussions and networking. Although not presenting a
specific paper as such.

Link: http://www.dac.dk/en/service-sider/events/2016/november/designing-forsmart-citizens/
Date: November 24th, 2016
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Talk given about the O4C Project:
Digital Social Innovation Fair, Rome 2017
Nicola Morelli and colleagues gave a talk about the
Open4Citizens project at the Digital Social
Innovation Fair in Rome 2017 - based on the
recently successful Review Meeting in the
consortium.
He shared experiences about how we aim to
develop services based on citizen participation and
open data with both experts and practitioners,
policy makers and civil society players from all over
the world.

The DSI Fair 2017 is an international
conference for workshops, networking
and hands-on sessions.

Link: https://capssi.eu/event/digital-socialinnovation-fair-2017/
Dates: February 1-2, 2017
41

ACTIVITY REPORTING
ANTRO

Velkomstfesten, København, DK
•

The Danish #Open4Citizens team participated to the
#Velkomstfesten in Copenhagen with the aim of
engaging with possible hackathon participants and
disseminate about the project.
• Velkomstfesten is the largest integration event in
Denmark, where companies, municipalities and people
welcome solutions that actually work in the integration
process.
• The Open4Citizens team - Antropologerne and AAU organized a workshop, engaging with interested
participants on the use of the starter kit, as a tool to
enable a participatory design process to design new
services that use open data.
10.000 people participated in the
event: Around 1500 newcomers, 500
asylum seekers, around 400
companies.

Link: http://www.velkomstfesten.com/

th

Date: September 10 , 2016
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Why the World Needs Anthropologists Symposium:
Humanise IT!

(Placeholder: Photo / Image)

The O4C ‘Intercultural hotspot’ stand
presented the project and early
descriptions from Barcelona &
Copenhagen hackathons

The annual symposium is organised by the Applied
Anthropology Network of the European Association of
Social Anthropologists. The 2016 focus was on
‘Humanising IT’, exploring how Information and
Communication Technology experts and
anthropologists can benefit from each other’s
knowledge and approaches to create human-friendly
solutions. The approx. 400 participants were primarily
academic anthropologists interested in IT and applied
anthropology, as well as practitioners outside the
academy.
Janice from Antropologerne represented O4C in the
‘Intercultural Hotspot’ on the first day of the conference.
This included a presentation stand that was displayed
the whole day and conversations with participants in
breaks.

Link: http://www.applied-anthropology.com/
Dates: November 4th & 5th 2016 in Tartu, Estonia
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Humanising Open Data Workshop |
Why the World Needs Anthropologists Symposium

Participants were divided into 4
groups to develop guidelines for
humanising open data-driven
solutions from 2 O4C hackathons

Janice from Antropologerne ran a workshop on
the 2nd day of the symposium. 22 participants
were divided into 4 teams. They worked to
develop guidelines based on anthropological
theory and practice to ensure that open datadriven solutions to challenges in services are
human-centred. Videos were recorded of their
suggestions for humanising chosen solutions from
hackathons in Barcelona and Copenhagen.
O4C was included in the symposium booklet and
on the website as a workshop sponsor.
Participants were encouraged to get in touch and
follow their closest OpenDataLab on social media.
Link (Workshop 2): http://www.appliedanthropology.com/
Dates: November 5th 2016 in Tartu, Estonia
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Open Data Day 2016 &
Future of Open Data Day Call

Open Data Day is coordinated by
Open Knowledge International

AAU and Antropologerne represented O4C at Open
Data Day Copenhagen. Antropologerne represented
O4C in an online call moderated by the Open
Knowledge International to discuss plans and
collaboration for Open Data Day 2017.
O4C was introduced to about 25 ODD CPH participants
in the open mic session at the end of the day and in
one-to-one conversations with other participants.
41 registered participants (and an additional 9
unregistered) representing Open Data initiatives across
the world participated in the Future of ODD call. The
O4C project was introduced to the other participants and
information was gained about potential collaboration
partners for Open Data Day 2017 and other events.

Link: https://hackpad.com/Open-Data-Day-Futurecall-oqHQwrV41B6;
Dates: March 5th 2016 & September 7th 2016
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Rikke Ulk, Keynote v Kortdage 2016
Rikke Ulk, CEO and Chief
Anthropologist at Antropologerne,
gave a Keynote to inspire the spatial
data industry and the researchers
gathered at this major event.

”Kortdage" (Map-days) is a conference and
annual gathering that has summoned the whole
GIS and spatial data-industry since 1974.

As a short background for the key
principles she advised the
professionals to bear in mind: How
the GIS Employee can act as a
‘spotter of great possibilities’; she
briefly mentioned and highlighted
the ongoing efforts in O4C.
Link: http://www.kortdage.dk/godkendteabstracts/?aid=175
Date: November 7-8-9th 2016
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ACTIVITY REPORTING
Dataproces

Berlin CAPS Community Meeting
Morten Lindblad participated in the CAPS Collective Awareness Platforms for Sustainability
and Social Innovation event in Berlin.
The CAPS community meeting and workshop
aimed at bringing together old and new CAPS
projects, discussing ideas for the next work
programme, defining clusters of projects, and
ultimately establishing a working community of
innovation entities that will actively cooperate with
CAPS Community Meeting and the EC on Digital Social Innovation over the
Workshop
coming years.
Morten represented the O4C project through a
The event was a free event, open to presentation and partaking in the workshop.
everybody involved or just interested
in new participatory approaches to
Link: http://www.openlivinglabs.eu/news/capssocial innovation, collective
community-meeting-and-workshop-18th-may-berlin
awareness and collective action.
Dates: 18th May 2016
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ICT Proposer’s Day 2016

The ICT Proposers' Day 2016 was held in
Bratislava, Slovakia on 26 and 27 September.
It was a networking event promoting European
ICT Research & Innovation and focusing on the
Horizon 2020 Work Programme for 2016-17.

Morten Lindblad participated in the ICT
Proposer’s Day 2016 in Bratislava.
The event was a networking event promoting
European ICT Research & Innovation and
focusing on the Horizon 2020 Work Programme
for 2016-17.
Morten partook in the networking sessions at the
event and at the CAPS stand.

Link: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/ict-proposers-day-2016
Dates: 26.-27. September 2016
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Various meetings with Danish municipalities
Dataproces regularly have meetings with the
Danish municipalities and always disseminate
O4C in the dialogues with them. The O4C project
is thus in the minds of a wide selection of the
Danish municipalities.

We engage a wide network across the
country

Link: …
Dates: ongoing
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Digitaliseringsmessen’16

(Placeholder: Photo / Image)

Dataproces had a stand at
Digitaliseringsmessen’16 in Odense Congress
Center. The fair is an annual fair by KL, KIT and
Borgerservice Danmark that focuses on digital
solutions and possibilities for streamlining in the
Danish municipalities.
Dataproces brought attention to the O4C project
and the work with Open Data when discussing
with passers-by.

Around 2300 people visited the fair
this year.
Link: http://www.digitaliseringsmessen.dk/
Dates: 29th September 2016
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ACTIVITY REPORTING
Experio

Meetings at various regional and national level

•

Participation in a regional network of open data and welfare
services in Karlstad,
March 2016.
Other participating actors were the County Administrative Board
of Värmland, Karlstad municipality, Karlstad Innovation Park, the
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency and the Swedish
Consumer Agency.

•

Participation and presentation at Information meeting on projects
in the region with connection to the regional research and
innovation strategy on smart specialization,
November 16, 2016.
Other participating actors: The Swedish research institute RISE,
Compare Karlstad (a joint organization for ICT companies in the
region), Värmland County Council, Region Värmland, Karlstad
Innovation Park, the municipality of Karlstad and Karlstad
University.

Link: Dates: March 2016 and November 2016
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Presentation and participation in Interreg project:
Support Quality of Life
Participation and presentation in the Interreg project
Support Quality of Life together with Norway in January 17,
2017.
Project owners are the municipality of Karlstad and
Kunnskapsbyen Lillestrøm.
Värmland County Council is a partner along with Akershus
university hospital, Aurskog-Høland municipality, Arvika
municipality, Hammarö municipality, Fet municipality,
Ringsaker municipality, Raelingen municipality, the
university college of Oslo and Akershus, Lørenskog
municipality, Terningen network, Sørum municipality,
Skedsmo municipality, Akershus and Hedmarks county
municipalities.

The project Support Quality of Life is Link: http://www.interreg-sverige-norge.com/?portfolio=solabout creating a better everyday life support-quality-of-life
for the elderly and ill.
Dates: January 2017
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Presentation and meeting in Interreg project ”In for Care”

Presentation at meeting in the interreg project In for Care, on
voluntary assistance and innovation in service delivery in the North
Sea Region,
February 7, 2017.
Lead partner is University of Agder. Other partners besides the
County Council of Värmland are Knutepunkt Knutepunkt Sørlandet,
Värmland County Administrative Board, University College
Syddanmark, Frameworks AS, Grimstad kommune, Abertay
University, Stichting CMO STAMM Groningen Drenthe , Provincie
Drenthe, University College Syddanmark, Stad Turnhout, Stad Aalst ,
Gemeente Hoogeveen, Gemeente AA en Hunze, University Medical
Center Groningen and Vereniging Parkmanagement
Bedrijventerreinen Emmen.
Link: http://interreg.no/prosjektbank/in-for-care/

Dates: February 7, 2017
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